1. Introduction. The work announced here is an extension of the ideas of Steinberg [4] and Moore [2] , where they consider split semisimple algebraic groups defined over a field k. One of the differences between such groups and the general semisimple groups (quasi-split groups in particular) is that the fc-root system for the general groups is not necessarily reduced. A major aspect of the present work is the treatment of such cases. The details will be published elsewhere.
My sincere thanks are due to Professor M. S. Raghunathan for valuable guidance.
2. Notation. Let k be an arbitrary field (with \k\ > 7, but ¥= 9). Let G be a connected, simply connected, absolutely almost simple algebraic group defined over k. Let GjJ" be the group generated by the fc-rational unipotent elements of G which belong to the radical of a parabolic subgroup defined over k. Let S C G be a maximal fc-split torus and let 8 = l) 0 0 ae<1 > t a be the root space decomposition of the Lie algebra g of G, with respect to S 9 where 3> is the fc-root system. For a E <£, let U^ be the unipotent subgroup normalized by S whose Lie algebra is ® k>0 i kct . Fix an order on $ and let U + (respectively IT) be the unipotent subgroup normalized by S corresponding to the positive roots (respectively negative roots) in this order.
3. Construction of the universal central extension (u.c.e.) of G£. For the definition of u.c.e. and the (abstract) fundamental group (= Schur multiplier), see Steinberg [4] . We give an explicit construction of u.ce. of GjJ" in terms of the groups Uj£ and C/£\ We start with the following technical lemma.
THE CHAIN LEMMA. Let aG$ and x E U^ be a nontrivial element Then there exist elements We now quotient the free product U k * U k by relations analogous to the ones in Steinberg [4] to get an extension G~ of G k . (We note that the chain lemma is essential for treating the rank 1 case.) We then have THEOREM 
GT is the universal central extension (ux.e.) of G k .
We denote the fundamental group by iti(G k ). 
Computation of

Existence and computation of the (topological) fundamental group.
Here we assume k to be a local field. G k then acquires a topology with respect to which it is locally compact, 2nd countable. One then has the notion of the (topological) u.c.e. G k and the fundamental group 7rï(G k ) of G k (cf. Moore [2] ). Unlike the abstract case considered earlier, the existence of G k is not assured in this case. However, we have
